
  

 
 

 
 

#CARINGFORCOURSES – CPG AND PITCHFIX ANNOUNCE 
NEW PARTNERSHIP TO ENCOURAGE GOOD GOLF COURSE 
CARE….…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
The Confederation of Professional Golf [CPG] has announced a new three-year 
partnership with Pitchfix, a global leader in the design and supply of golf accessories, 
with a campaign that promotes good golf etiquette and course-care. 
 
PGA Professionals, as key influencers in the sport, have a responsibility to ensure golfers 
uphold the standards and etiquette of the game – the #CaringForCourses campaign 
provides them with resources and information to drive awareness to all levels of golfer 
ensuring they have a positive impact on the conditioning of courses and facilities. 
 
Chief Executive of the CPG, Ian Randell, said: “We are delighted to be welcoming Pitchfix 
into our family of Business Partners and embarking on this new campaign together. Our 
aim with this campaign is to work with our Member Country PGAs and their PGA 
Professionals to promote the responsibility that we all have to both the course and our 
fellow golfers as we play.”   
 
To celebrate the announcement, the CPG and Pitchfix are delighted to provide PGA 
Professionals, PGAs and golfers with a range of free-to-use #CaringForCourses resources 
to use at golf clubs: 
 

o #CaringForCourses information booklet: Download Here 
o #CaringForCourses poster: Download Here 
o Pitchfix Course Guidance: Download Here 

 
Pitchfix specialises in a range of bespoke golf products, including customisable 
accessories for golfers, alongside a number of creative solutions for golf course 
maintenance staff. 
 
Pitchfix CEO, Bart Fokke, commented: “We’re tremendously excited to partner with the 
CPG and continue to build awareness of our products and the vital role that they play – as 
golfers we all value amazing course conditions but at the same time we all have a 
responsibility to help preserve them too.” 
 
To find out more about Pitchfix and the #CaringForCourses campaign, please contact Tim 
Munton [tm@cpg.golf] or Tom Bentley [tb@cpg.golf]. 
 

FIND OUT MORE AT CPG.GOLF 

 
 



  

 
 

 
 

For more information on the CPG visit cpg.golf, or find the CPG on Twitter 
(@cpg_golf), Facebook (@cpg.golf), LinkedIn, Instagram (@cpg_golf) and Anchor.fm. 
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NOTES TO EDITORS: 
 
ABOUT THE CPG 
The Confederation of Professional Golf [CPG] is an association of 42 National PGAs, 
representing a combined membership in excess of 12,500 golf professionals, steered 
through the guiding principles of Togetherness, Collaboration and Development to 
provide a collective voice and opportunities for the benefit of the game. 
  
The CPG is also a partner in Ryder Cup Europe as the sole member of the Ryder Cup 
European Development Trust (RCEDT) and is widely acknowledged as a lead body in the 
provision of golf development expertise on a global basis through its collaboration with 
The R&A in its developmental delivery. [cpg.golf] 
 
ABOUT PITCHFIX 
Founded in 2005, Pitchfix is the award-winning, market-leader for switchblade divot tools 
and other golf-related products in North America, Europe and Asia, and is renowned for its 
high standards in design and product quality. 
 
Pitchfix currently offers an array of diverse and innovative tools, accessories and golf 
products for golfers worldwide for use by golf retailers, golf professionals, golf event hosts 
and sponsors, as well as professional greens-keeping teams. 
 
Pitchfix currently supplies customers across the world from its operational and 
manufacturing facilities in Hong Kong, China, the Netherlands and the US. For further 
information go to [pitchfix.com] 
 
 


